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Abstract

Collaborative filtering is a method to mine the expressed preferences of a group of users about a set of

items to filter out uninteresting items for each individual user. They have been used in recommender

systems to make personalized recommendation of items that could be interesting to the users. Collab-

orative filtering algorithms have traditionally been designed to work with user ratings with only one

component. However, recently there has been a growing interest in using ratings on multiple aspects

of items[2]. Yahoo Movies has started collecting ratings from users on different aspects of the movie

such as Story, Acting, Visuals, Direction etc. In this work an approach to carry out collaborative fil-

tering using multi-component ratings is demonstrated. In order to do this, the dependency structure

among the components is discovered and incorporated into a mixture model. This algorithm is evalu-

ated using Yahoo Movies! dataset and it is found that use of multiple components leads to improve-

ment in recommendations over using only one component when very little training data is available.

However, it is observed that when we have enough training data available we do not gain much from

using additional components of the ratings. We also find agreement between the discovered depen-

dency structure and theories proposed in psychometric literature regarding Halo effect with multi-

component ratings.

1 Introduction

Recommender systems are more and more commonly used in community-based online places, such as,
shopping sites, subscription service sites and online meeting places for various interest groups to recom-
mend items to the community members that they are likely to appreciate. The recommendations are gen-
erated from the collective user preferences, yet personalized for each user. This approach is commonly
referred as collaborative filtering . Recommender systems are especially useful when the user has too many
choices to explore all of them himself. They assist the users in discovering potentially interesting items.

On the other hand, used by a retailer it is a useful tool to target-advertise items to its existing cus-
tomers; items that the customers are likely to like, but, yet were unlikely to have discovered on their own,
because of the large number of available items. Thus, a merchant at an online marketplace can use a rec-
ommender system to induce demand for the less known items in the system. Example of this can be
found at Amazon.com, where customers are recommended items similar to the items they have bought or
have rated highly. Another example of a merchant with a business model reliant on recommender system
is Netflix, a movie DVD rental-by-mail service with an online storefront. By using its proprietary recom-
mender system Netflix is able to effectively merchandise its collection of about 60,000 movies. They are
able to create demand for older and often less known movies by advertising them to users who might like
those movies, and are also able to reduce the demand for the newer releases which are more expensive to
stock. As reported in the annual SEC filing of the company in 2006, the success of Netflix business model
depends, to certain extent, on effective use of, and user satisfaction in relation to, their recommender
system [34]. There are many other such stores that use recommender systems to manage demand and
enhance user experience, e.g., Yahoo music and iTunes stores for music download recommend new songs
to their users based on their past ratings; TiVo has a recommender system for recommending new shows
to the customers; half.ebay.com, a sister site of the popular auction site Ebay.com, recommends items
based on what users have bought in the past. But, online storefronts are not the only places where recom-
mender systems can be used. There are communities of users with common interests who use recom-
mender systems to find for themselves new items that they might enjoy. Examples of such communities
can be found at Last.fm (http://last.fm : an Internet radio station with a music recommender system),
StumbleUpon (http://www.stumbleupon.com : a web page recommender system) and KindaKarma
(http://www.kindakarma.com : a system to get recommendation on authors, games, movies and music).
All this usage suggest that recommender systems are important tools to mine collective user preferences
and to help the users better navigate the large choice space they often face.
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Despite much of the work that has been done on this topic, several interesting research directions
remain unexplored. Readers are referred to the review work by Adomavicius and Tuzhilin for an overview
of the recommender system literature and several interesting research ideas [2].

Contributions of this paper

In this work I have focused on the case where we have ratings available on several different aspects of
the items—a case not well explored in the collaborative filtering literature. Such ratings on different
aspects can be thought of as different components of the rating. I shall focus on the Collaborative Fil-
tering approach to generate recommendation, where one mines the collection of ratings by the users of the
system on the items in the system and finds new items that are likely to be interesting to a user. I have
described an approach to generate item recommendations for a user using a mixture model that uses the
components of the ratings and models for the dependency among them. Experiments on a movie dataset
show that it leads to improved recommendation when there are very few ratings available for the users—a
case that is common for new users who have not rated many movies yet.

In Section 2 I have given a brief overview of the collaborative filtering based recommender system lit-
erature. In Section 3 I have touched upon some concepts of the graphical models framework. In Section 4
I have described my proposed model incorporating multiple component ratings and algorithm. In Section
5 I have evaluated the algorithms and discussed the results. In Section 6 I have surveyed the Halo effect
literature and drawn parallels between the dependency structure that we found in this work and the theo-
ries proposed in psychometric literature regarding Halo effect in multi-component ratings.

2 Literature review

Recommender systems match a user’s attributes to the attributes of the items in the system and identify
items that might be of interest to the user. The user for which recommendation is being generated is
known as the active user . Based on what they use as attributes, recommender systems can be divided
into two groups: content based recommender system and collaborative filtering based recommender
system.

Content based recommender systems

Content based recommender systems recommend items that are similar in their content , or intrinsic
attributes, to the available profile of the user. For example, an intrinsic attribute of a movie could be the
actors who have acted in it or the name of the director, where as the intrinsic attribute of a restaurant
could be the cuisine it serves. Content based recommender systems were first developed in the information
retrieval and information filtering literature [5]. Because of the potential benefits of a recommender
system in the information retrieval applications most of the content based recommender systems are
designed and implemented in the information retrieval and information filtering domain. These systems
recommend items, usually text documents, to users based on the content of the document, such as key-
words ([35], [4]), and the profile of the user. Profile of a user can be constructed in several different ways
such as by questionnaires that find out the user’s topic of interest or by observing the documents the user
has read in the past, etc. User profile can often be represented by a set of keywords . Hence, several simi-
larity metrics such as cosine coefficient or Pearson’s correlation can be used to find documents that may
be interesting to a user.

Content based recommender systems suffer from several drawbacks. As they depend on certain
number of predetermined attributes, they cannot distinguish items beyond these attributes. For instance,
if two documents use similar keywords, a content based recommender system would not be able to distin-
guish the well written document from the poorly written one. Another drawback is that they can only
recommend items that are similar to the items that the user has already encountered. So, this is limited
by the scope of the user’s experience.
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Collaborative filtering based recommender systems

Collaborative filtering based recommender systems do not use the content of the items. Instead, they
deem two items to be similar if they have received similar ratings from users who have rated both of
them. Therefore, they can recommend items with content that are completely new to a target user as long
as those items have been rated by users who are similar to the target user. This can be thought of as
automating the spread of information through word-of-mouth. Because, they make use of a user’s peers’
ratings on the items they can also distinguish between two items with identical values along content
attributes, thus, overcoming the second drawback of the content based recommender systems discussed
earlier.

The goal of the collaborative filtering based recommender system is: given a user’s ratings on a subset
of items and its peers’ ratings on possibly different subsets of items, to predict which of the items that the
user has not yet rated but would rate highly. The basic approach of collaborative filtering algorithms is to
find groups of users with similar “taste” and/or groups of items that are similar, so that to a user u an
item that is popular among the group of users who are similar to u can be recommended. One can also
recommend an item that is similar to other items that are liked by the user u. The collaborative filtering
algorithms differ in how they find similar users or items. The methods can be broadly grouped into two
categories: memory based and model based algorithms. In memory based collaborative filtering there is
little learning involved. The program simply remembers the ratings of all the users. When it is called
upon to make a recommendation for a user, it finds the users similar to the user and makes recommenda-
tions based on their ratings (Resnick et al., 1994 [36]). On the other hand, model-based approaches
attempt to learn a model of user ratings that explains how the users rate items and then using this model
make predictions about the user [19]. Often the model based collaborative filtering algorithms are
designed in a probabilistic graphical models framework (described in more detail in Section 3).

It is useful to divide the process of recommendation into two parts: training of the algorithm and gen-
erating recommendations. Since, the memory-based methods require little training other than simply
remembering the ratings, their training is fast. But, it takes longer to compute the recommendation in
this case since all of the similarity computation is done while recommending. On the other hand, with the
model-based approach, it takes longer to train the model, but they are usually quick to compute the rec-
ommendation for the active user using the learnt model.

In addition to being faster to generate recommendations, model-based collaborative filtering algo-
rithms have other attractive properties. They find a model that can explain the user behavior and then
make predictions based on that. Also, they allow us to systematically incorporate our intuition about the
rating generation process inside the graphical model framework.

In this work I shall take the model-based approach to carry out collaborative filtering. Hence, it is
useful to discuss some important works in model-based collaborative filtering.

Aspect Model One of the first model-based collaborative filtering works has been done by Hofmann
and Puzicha[19] based on the Aspect model approach for learning co-occurrence distributions of dyadic
data1[20]. The Aspect model tries to map the co-occurrence of two variables, which in our case would be
user variable U and item variable I, into a set of latent classes denoted by variable Z. The set of (u, i)
pairs that is mapped to a value z of the variable Z is called an aspect . The Aspect model assumes that U

and I are independently distributed given the value of the class variable Z. So, the joint distribution of
two variables can be stated as a mixture model:

P (U , I) =
∑

Z

P (Z)P (U |Z)P (I |Z) (1)

The latent class variable is used to select a component distribution for the users, P (U |Z), and a compo-
nent distribution for the items, P (I |Z). The graphical model for this decomposition is given in Figure 1.
The observed variables U and I are represented by unshaded nodes and the latent class variable Z (also

1. A dyadic data set is one where each data point consists of paired observations from two abstract sets of objects, e.g.,
observations of occurrence of (document, word) pairs, or, closer to the topic of this paper, observations of (user, item) pairs.
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called the hidden variable or unobserved variable) is represented by the shaded node. As we never observe
the latent class variables we cannot directly estimate the parameters of the component distributions of the
mixture model. We need to resort to some iterative approach such as Expectation Maximization (EM) to
estimate the parameters [10]. EM consists of two steps: Expectation step and Maximization step. In the
expectation step the posterior joint distribution of hidden variable is computed using the current estimate
of the parameters. In the maximization step, the parameters are estimated so that they maximize the
probability of data given the posterior distribution over the hidden variables.

For the purpose of collaborative filtering, Hofmann and Puzicha has extended the aspect model from
the dyadic data set to the setting where a third variable such as rating R co-occurs with the two variables
U and I [19]. In their model, a set of values of (u, i, r) that are mapped to one class is defined as an
aspect of the data. The graphical model for this approach is given in Figure 1. Here, U is the user, I is
one of the items they have rated and R is the rating the items received. The joint distribution of (u, r, i)
can be written as a mixture model.

P (u, r, i) =
∑

z

P (z)P (u|z) P (r |z)P (i|z) (2)

where, u is the value of the user variable, i is the value of the item variable and r is the value of the
rating variable. This model proposes that the joint distribution of users, items and ratings is a mixture of
three class specific independent distributions. All the variables are multinomial. Therefore, the parameters
of these distributions take a form of conditional probability table.

Hofmann and Puzicha has also modeled the distribution of ratings as dependent on the latent class
and the user (as shown in the 3rd panel of Figure 1), then, we can write the joint distribution as

P (u, r, i) =
∑

z

P (z)P (u|z)P (r |z, u) P (i|z) (3)

U R

Z

I

Z

U I

Aspect model with two variables Aspect model with three variables

U

R
Rating dependent on the user and the latent class

I

Z

Figure 1. Aspect model in Hofmann and Puzicha, 1999.

Latent variable nodes are shaded and observed variable nodes are not shaded.
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Here again, EM algorithm is used to estimate the values of the parameters of P (u|z), P (i|z) and
P (r |z) distributions. After the EM algorithm converges we would have all the parameters for the factors
of the joint distribution to compute the joint distribution and hence the expected rating given a new
(user, item) pair.

Finding the probability of a user occurring for a given value of the latent class variable Z, i.e., P (u|z),
can be thought of as the probability of the user appearing in the class or the degree of membership of the
user to the class. Hence, this is a process of soft clustering of users, where users can have different degrees
of membership to different classes. Estimation of parameters of P (i|z) and P (r |z) can be interpreted in a
similar manner. This interpretation of mixture model is especially important when we are clustering users
and items for collaborative filtering based on their expressed preference. A user might be interested in dif-
ferent types of items, which is reflected in his ratings. Therefore, our model should be flexible enough to
accommodate the users’ partial membership to different classes or groups. However, note that in aspect
model there is only one set of hidden class variables to cluster the occurrences of both the users and the
items, which seems limiting.

Flexible mixture model [42] Flexible mixture model, proposed by Luo Si and Rong Jin, attempts to
improve upon the aspect model by clustering users and items separately using two latent class variables.
The graphical model for this approach is given in Figure 2.

U

Zu

R

Zi

I

Figure 2. Flexible Mixture model of Luo Si, Rong Jin, 2003

The joint distribution can be expressed as a mixture model with two component selecting variables,
namely, Zu and Zi. Zu is responsible for selecting a mixture component for the user variable U and Zi is
responsible for selecting a mixture component for the item variable I. These latent variables can be
thought of as soft-clustering users and items to their respective classes. The joint distribution of the three
observed variable can thus be expressed as,

P (u, r, i) =
∑

zu,zi

P (zu)P (zi)P (u|zu)P (i|zi) P (r |zu, zi)
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The parameters in this model are estimated using the EM algorithm. This approach using separate vari-
ables to clusters users and items has been shown to perform better than using one latent class variable to
cluster both the users and items as done in aspect model [42].

Although collaborative filtering based recommender systems do not suffer from the same drawbacks as
the content based recommender systems they have their own challenges [2].

1. New user problem

For the users who are new to the system and have not rated many items, it is difficult to gen-
erate good recommendation, because, we have very few ratings based on which to model the user
preference. One strategy to overcome this limitation is to use a hybrid recommendation system
which combines the collaborative filtering with the content-based filtering that uses attributes of
the users along with attributes of the items to generate recommendations for a new user. Another
strategy could be to ask the user to rate a few items that would provide maximum information
about the new user.

2. Sparsity problem

In any recommendation system the number of (user,item) pairs over which we have ratings is
much smaller than the number of pairs over which we need to generate a rating. Hence, an impor-
tant quality of a recommendation system is its ability to make recommendation from very few data
points.

Most of the recommender systems in the literature have been designed for two-dimensional data, i.e., for
each (user, item) pair we have one rating indicating how much the user liked the item. However, there
might be multiple interesting components to a rating. For instance, the popular Zagat survey rates restau-
rants on four criteria: food, decor, services and cost (http://www.zagat.com). A movie could be rated for
its story, acting, visuals and direction. When such ratings are available from users it is tempting to think
that a recommender system could be designed that makes use of these component ratings and produces
better recommendations for the users. However, collaborative filtering in the presence of multiple compo-
nents of the rating has not been well explored in the literature.

It is important to distinguish collaborative filtering using multi-dimensional ratings from collaborative
filtering in the presence of multi-dimensional context information , such as finding a recommendation for a
movie to watch on a Sunday in the evening with children. Work have been done in the literature to incor-
porate multi-dimensional context information into the recommendation generation process, such as the
reduction-based approach has been suggested by Adomavicius et. al where context specific recommenda-
tion is generated by using only the ratings given in the context of interest [1]. Also, in this work the term
dimension is used differently than in the work by Sarwar et al., where they have proposed a singular value
decomposition based approach to reduce the dimensionality or the size of the two dimensional table of
ratings that has one rating value for each user-item pair [39]. In the current work we persue a different
agenda: how do we use the information in various components of a rating to make better recommenda-
tions for the users?

3 Probabilistic graphical models

Probabilistic graphical models provide a framework based on probability theory and graph theory. They
allow us to succinctly express conditional independencies among variables and simplify our operations on
the joint distribution. In probabilistic graphical models the variables are represented as nodes and depen-
dence among them is expressed as edges in the graph. Such a graph can be directed or undirected leading
to somewhat different ways of working with the variables. A directed graphical model that is free of cycles
is called a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Undirected graphical models do not have any such requirements.
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A DAG for a set of variables asserts that each node of the graph is independent of its non-descendents
conditional on its parents. This is also called Local Markov Assumption. If a DAG asserts only those con-
ditional independencies that exist in the joint distribution of the variables, then it is called an I-map of
the distribution. Note that if a graph G is an I-map of a distribution then we can factorize the distribu-
tion as

P (X1, X2,� , Xn) =
∏

i=1

n

P (Xi|PaXi
) (4)

where, Xi is a node in G and PaXi
is the set of its parents. This follows from the application of chain rule

of probability and the use of the conditional independencies of the DAG.

To further understand the conditional independencies encoded in a DAG lets consider the following
structures.

Structure Conditional Independencies
1 X� Y� Z X ⊥Z |Y but, not X ⊥Z

2 X Y� Z X ⊥Z |Y but, not X ⊥Z

3 But, for X� Y Z X ⊥Z but, not X ⊥Z |Y

Table 1. Some conditional independencies

The first two conditional independencies follow directly from local Markov assumption. The third
structure says that if X and Z are common causes of a third variable Y , then conditioned on Y , both the
parent variables are dependent. It can be illustrated using a classic example involving Wet Grass, Active
Sprinkler and Rain.

Active 

Sprinkler

Wet Grass

Rain

Figure 3. A classic example of explaining away by evidence.

Lets say we are after finding out the probability that it rained last night. If we observe that the grass
is wet, then it increases the probability that it rained, i.e., P (rain|grass =′′ wet′′) is greater than the base
probability of rain P (rain). Now lets say we were told that last night the sprinkler was on. Then we
would reduce our probability that it rained last night, i.e., P (rain|grass =′′ wet′′, sprinkler =′′ on′′) 6

P (rain|grass=′′wet′′). The fact that probability of rain is influenced by the knowledge of event that sprin-
kler was on, says that we can not assert that “active sprinkler” and “Rain” event are not independent.

It can be said that in the structure 1 and structure 2 in Table 1, there is a dependency path from X to
Z only when we do not observe Y , but, in structure 3 there is a dependency path from X to Z only if we
observe Y . The argument of explaining away can be extended to say that if we have a child node of Y

and we have observed that instead of Y , then also X and Z become dependent and so, there is a depen-
dency path between X andZ.
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Local Markov assumption and properties of conditional independencies among random variables lead
to statements about conditional independencies among any sets of nodes of the graph. It can be shown
that if there is no dependency path from node A to node B given the set of conditional variables C then
A and B are independent conditional on C. This is known as the d-separation theorem.

The factorization of the joint distribution enabled by the conditional independencies help us in esti-
mating the parameters of the model. Consider the Expression 4 and lets assume that the variables are all
multinomial. Without the factorization we would have had to estimate

(
∏

i=1
n |Xi|

)

− 1 parameters for

the joint distribution on the left hand side corresponding to the
∏

i=1
n |Xi| possible outcomes. Because we

can factorize the joint distribution, we need to estimate parameters for n separate conditional probability
tables, i.e., only

∑

i
(|Xi| − 1) |PaXi

| parameters. Also, the separation of factors into summands after we
take log of the joint probability distribution allows us to estimate parameters of each of these conditional
probability tables separately. Thus, we can use all available data to estimate much smaller conditional
probability tables, i.e., we get more data per configuration and therefore more data to estimate each
parameter.

After the parameters have been estimated in the graphical model, the factorization enabled by the
conditional independencies allows us to do fast inference, i.e., prediction involving the distribution of a
subset of variables given some evidence on another subset of variables. Such estimation of conditional
probability distribution involves marginalization of variables that we are not interested in. When the joint
distribution can be expressed as a product of factors as described in Expression 4, we can save a lot of
computation by exploiting the distributive property of arithmetic.

Expectation Maximization

Due to the benefits of having conditional independencies in the data, often times it is advantageous to
introduce latent variables and conditional independencies that allow us to factorize the joint distribution
while preserving the dependencies between observed variables. But, if we have some hidden variables,
then we lose the separability of different factors in the joint distribution.

P (X1, X2,� , Xn, Z1,� , Zk) =
∑

Z1�Zk

∏

i=1

n

P (Xi|PaXi)
∏

j=1

k

P (Zi|PaZi) (5)

After we marginalize the latent variables Z1, � , Zk the joint distribution need no longer remain separable.
The EM algorithm works around this problem [10].

The EM algorithm is a method to find the MLE for the parameters of a distribution which has some
missing or unobserved variables. It has two alternating steps.

1. E (expectation) step where one computes the distribution of the unobserved variable given all the
observed variables. Note that this is same as doing an inference on the graphical model for the
hidden variables.

2. M (maximization) step where one estimates the parameters of the complete dataset (which consists
of observed and unobserved variables) using the standard maximum likelihood estimation. This is
same as calibrating, or estimating the parameters of, a graphical model.

These two steps monotonically increase the likelihood of the parameters we are trying to estimate.

As we do not have the observations for the missing variables, we can not compute the log-probability
of the complete dataset. Therefore, we take the expectation of the log-probability of complete dataset over
the missing variable distribution. This gives us a lower bound on the log probability of the observed data
(Emissing var(log Pr( · )) 6 log Emissing var(Pr( · )), because log is concave). In the M-step we maximize this
lower bound of the log probability of the observed data.

For the E step it can be shown that among all distributions over the hidden variables the posterior dis-
tribution of the hidden variables given the observed data maximizes this expected log-probability, i.e.,
brings the expected log-probability closest to the log of observed data probability. Intuitively, the poste-
rior distribution over the hidden variables given the observed data is our best guess about the values of
the hidden variables.
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This establishes EM as an alternating optimization steps, each of which successively improve the prob-
ability of observed data or the likelihood of the parameters [25].

The EM algorithm is often used in cases where there are missing observations for some variables in a
few records. It is also used in cases where artificially introducing some hidden variables in the dataset sig-
nificantly simplifies problem. One example of which can be seen in the case of Aspect model for collabora-
tive filtering Figure 1 (top right). In the observed data we have three variables U , I and R each of which
is a multinomial variable and they are all dependent. Therefore, one would need to estimate a probability
table which would have |U | × |R| × |I | − 1 parameters, which is quite a large number of parameters and
we may not have any data point for most of them (a user usually rates only a few items). But, if we intro-
duce an unobserved variable Z as described in Figure 1, we are introducing a conditional independence
assumption, i.e., U , I and R are all independent given the value of the latent class variable Z. This allows
us to tackle the problem as a problem of estimating the distribution of a new data set f(U , R, I , Z),
which can be decomposed as

f(U , R, I , Z) = P (U |Z)P (R |Z) P (I |Z)P (Z)

using the conditional independence. Note that we still retain the dependency between the observed vari-
ables U , I and R, but, assert that they are independent given the value of their latent class. In this new
model we have {(|U | − 1) + (|R | − 1) + (|I | − 1)}× |Z |+ (|Z | − 1) number of parameters to estimate, which
is much smaller than the original number of parameters when |U | ≫ |Z | and |I | ≫ |Z |, or number of users
and number of items are both much larger than number of hidden variables. This is often the case. We
can accurately estimate these set of parameters even with limited amount of data in the M step of the
algorithm.

4 Proposed multi-component rating recommender system

The idea behind using multiple components for generating recommendations is that by rating multiple
aspects of an item users provide richer information about their preference. Without any additional infor-
mation about the components we expect the component ratings to be correlated, i.e., an item that is liked
by a user will receive better ratings along all its components than item that is not liked by a user. There-
fore, the information in the correlated components will be less than information provided by independent
ratings. But, the variation in different users component ratings even when they seemingly agree on their
overall impression of the item might be informative. For instance, consider two users u1 and u2 who have
rated the same movie m1 and given similar overall ratings (Table 2).

User Movie story acting visuals direction overall
u1 m1 4 1 2 1 2
u2 m1 2 1 1 4 2

Table 2. An example of multi-component rating (all ratings are out of 5)

But, they differ in how they rate the components of the movie m1. The user u1 seems to like the story
of the movie a lot, while the user u2 seems to like the direction of the movie. Without the component rat-
ings we would have conclude that the users would not like any movie like m1. But, the component ratings
tell us more. They suggest that the user u1 might like other movies that have a story similar to m1, while
user u2 might like a movie that has been directed by the same director or a director with similar style.
This intuition suggests that if we can effectively use the information in the component ratings provided by
the users we should be able to make more accurate recommendations.

This work has been motivated by the availability of component rating data from Yahoo Movies web-
site. Although, the general approach taken in this work is applicable for any data with component ratings,
for clarity in discussion I shall describe the methods of this work with the help of above dataset. A
description of the dataset follows.
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Each record of the rating data consists of seven variables: item or movie id (I), user id (U), ratings on
story (S), acting (A), visuals (V ), direction(D) and overall (O) quality of the movie. The ratings are on a
thirteen point scale (A + , A, A− , B + , B, C + , C , C − , D + , D, D − , F ). I have recoded them to a scale
of 0 to 4 ({A + , A, A −}� 4, {B + , B, B − }� 3, {C + , C , C − }� 2, {D + , D, D − }� 1, {F }�
0), so that there will be enough data points in each rating bucket. Ratings on a set of 5628 movies were
collected. Although, there were 691496 records in the original dataset, the user frequency in the data
turns out to be very skewed (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. log-log plot of frequency of users who have rated a certain number of movies.

Ratings from users who have rated very few movies is not useful for collaborative filtering purpose,
since, we can not reliably know the preferences of a user from only a few of his ratings. Therefore, I have
retained only those records that contain users who have at least 20 ratings. After this filtering there were
45892 records, 1058 unique users and 3430 unique movies.

In the remainder of this section I shall describe the approach I have taken to carry out collaborative
filtering in the presence of component rating information in the data, with the help of the above men-
tioned dataset to keep the discussion grounded to a real life scenario.

4.1 Modeling component ratings

To incorporate this extra information into the model based collaborative-filtering algorithm, I use a mix-
ture model similar to the Flexible Mixture Model proposed in [42]. The FMM model proposes that the
rating an item received from a user is governed by a small number of latent classes of the user and a small
number of latent classes of the item. It asserts that given the latent classes of a user and the latent classes
of an item, the rating is independent of the particular user or the particular item.

However, when the rating has components, they may not be conditionally independent given the latent
class of the user or the item. In fact as pointed out in Section 4, they are likely to be highly correlated.
An incorrect independent assertion among the component ratings in the model would lead us to believe
that each rating component provides completely new additional information about the user preferences,
which is not true. This would lead to over counting of evidence.
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Figure 5. Flexible Mixture model for component rating collaborative filtering

Therefore, it is necessary to find the dependency structure among the five components of the rating.
To estimate the number of different subgraphs among these five components, please note that there are
ten unique pairs, each of which can have an edge between them in either direction or have no edge at all.
This leads to 310 less the number of edge combinations that lead to cycles, which is a large number of
structures to search through to find the best dependency structure. Another problem with doing a com-
plete model search is that the configurations with multiple parents will lead to large conditional proba-
bility tables for which we may not have enough data to estimate the probabilities reliably. Chow and Liu
has shown that if we have only discrete variables and we restrict our ourselves to only those structures in
which we have at most one parent for each node, i.e., trees, we can efficiently search through the set of
candidate structures [7]. Also, having at most one parent for each node ensures that we have more man-
ageable conditional probability tables to estimate.

Chow-Liu tree structure discovery [7]

The objective here is to discover the tree structure among all available tree structures that captures
most of the dependence among the variables, i.e., the tree structure that leads to the highest probability
of data. There are several metric to measure the dependence between sets of variables. One such metric of
particular interest is mutual information.

I(X, Y ) =
∑

X

∑

Y

P (X, Y ) log

(

P (X, Y )

P (X)P (Y )

)

(6)

Note that if X and Y are independent then the mutual independence between two variables is zero, else it
is positive.

It has been shown elsewhere that if joint probability distribution of a set of variables can be broken
into factors as shown in Expression 4, then log probability of data can be broken into the mutual informa-
tion terms computed from empirical distribution involving variables of each factor and entropy of each
node [27].

logP (D |G) = L
∑

i=1

n

Î (Xi,PaXi
)−L

∑

i=1

n

Ĥ (Xi) (7)

where,
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n = number of variables or nodes in the graph

L= total number of records

Î = mutual information between a variable Xi and its parents PaXi
computed from the empirical dis-

tribution

Ĥ= entropy of the random variable computed from its empirical distribution

So, when we are trying to find the structure, i.e., searching for sets of parent nodes for each node, that
maximizes the probability of the data, we can separately maximize empirical mutual information compo-
nents and note that this does not affect the entropy components [27].

Chow and Liu observe that when each node can have at most one parent (true for trees), we can com-
pute the empirical mutual information between each pair of variables. This gives the strength of depen-
dence between each pair of variables. Then a Maximum Weight Spanning Tree over these variables would
give us a tree structure that captures the most dependence among the variables, or in other words, it will
give us the tree structure over the variables that will lead to maximum log-probability of the data. Note
that this gives a undirected graph, i.e., there is no natural parent child relationship between the pairs of
node we chose to put an edge between, since mutual information is symmetrical with respect to the order
of the variables. However, we can choose any one node as the root of the tree and put outgoing edges
from the root to get a DAG (Figure 6). All possible DAGs obtained in this manner have the same condi-
tional independencies and hence, are equivalent.
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X

Y

Z

P

X
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P

X

Y

Z

P

Figure 6. Undirected graph to DAG

Such an exercise over the five component ratings in the data leads to the following structure. The
pairwise mutual information (Î ) table is given on the left hand side of Figure 21.

S A V D O

S − 0.61 0.72 0.51 0.88
A 0.61 − 0.68 0.47 0.73
V 0.72 0.68 − 0.64 0.92
D 0.51 0.47 0.64 − 0.66
O 0.88 0.73 0.92 0.66 −

MST� O

A V DS

Figure 7. Discovered structure in the sub ratings

This suggests that the strongest of the dependencies between the components of the ratings in the
data is between the overall rating and the components. In the data we would find evidence of dependence
between any pair of variables, but, for any of the components changing the parent from O to any other
variable (under the tree structure restriction one variable can have at most one parent) would lead to a
lower log probability of the data. Another way of reading this discovered structure is: given the overall
rating the components are independent. Note that this dependency structure says that if we do not condi-
tion on the Overall rating, then the S, A, V, D variables are dependent or correlated, which is consistent
with the expectation we started out with.
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4.2 EM algorithm

Using this discovered structure between the components of the ratings, we can construct the following
model for collaborative filtering.

S

V

D

U IZu ZiO

A

Figure 8. Flexible Mixture Model with component rating dependency structure.

Zu =Latent class variable to cluster the users, Zi =Latent class variable to cluster the items

O = Overall rating, S = rating on Story, A = rating on Acting, V = rating on Visuals,

D = rating on Direction, U = user variable and I = item variable.

Latent variables are shaded and observed variables are unshaded

As we have hidden variables, the parameters of the model needs to be estimated using some indirect
method like the EM algorithm. The E and the M steps for the case when all components are assumed
independent are derived in a similar manner. It can be shown that the E and the M step of the algorithm
are:

E-step

P (Zu, Zi|XI ) =
P (Zu)P (Zi)P (I |Zi)P (U |Zu)

∏

j=1
5

P (Rj |Zu, Zi,PaRj)
∑

Zu

∑

Zi
P (Zu) P (Zi)P (I |Zi) P (U |Zu)

∏

j=1
5 P

(

Rj |Zu, Zi,PaRj

) (8)

M-step

P (Zu) =
1

L

∑

l

∑

Zi

P (Zu, Zi|X(l)) (9)

P (Zi) =
1

L

∑

l

∑

Zu

P (Zu, Zi|X(l)) (10)

P (U |Zu) =

∑

l:U(l)=U

∑

Zi
P (Zu, Zi|X(l))

∑

l

∑

Zi
P (Zu, Zi|Xl)

(11)

P (I |Zi) =

∑

l:I(l)=I

∑

Zu
P

(

Zu, Zi|X(l)

)

∑

l

∑

Zu
P

(

Zu, Zi|X(l)

) (12)

P
(

Rj |Zu, Zi,PaRj

)

=

∑

l:Rj(l)=Rj &PaR j(l)=PaR j
P

(

Zu, Zi|X(l)

)

∑

l:PaR j(l)=PaR j
P

(

Zu, Zi|X(l)

) (13)

where,
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Rj = jth rating node. Rj ∈{S, A, V , D, O}

PaRj
=parent rating node of Rj as discovered in the structure discovery method

L = number of records in the dataset

l = index numbered l

X(l) = record numbered l. It consists of observations for U , I , S, A, V , D, O

U(l) = observation of variable U in the record numbered l

I(l) = observation of variable I in the record numbered l

Rj(l) = observation of the rating variable Rj in the record numbered l

PaRj(l) = observation of the rating variable PaRj
, which is the parent node of rating variable Rj in the

record numbered l.

To intuitively understand these set of equations lets remind ourselves that in EM algorithm, the E-step
consists of finding the conditional distribution of the hidden variables given the observed variables using
the current values of the parameters. The E-step shown above is this conditional distribution computed
by dividing joint distribution of all variables (factorized using the conditional independencies) by the joint
distribution of only the observed variables (obtained by marginalizing out the hidden variables). The M-
step in the EM algorithm consists of finding the MLE of the parameters of complete data (observed and
unobserved variables) distribution. If we could observe all variables, we could find the MLE of parameters
of each conditional probability table by dividing the number of records with matching values for all the
variables in the conditional probability table by the total number of records with matching values of the
conditioning variables. But, we do not observe the hidden variables. Therefore, we have to use our best
guess about their number of occurrences or their expected occurrence counts at a record given the obser-
vations of other variables in the same record. This is obtained from the posterior distribution of the
hidden variable. Since, this conditional distribution is multinomial the expected number of times a hidden
variable takes a certain value in one record is same as the probability of the hidden variable taking that
value given the value of the observed variables. All equations of the M-step can be obtained by tabulating
the values of the observed variables and, for the hidden variables, using the expected number of times the
hidden variables take a certain value.

We compare the above model with the model that assumes independence among the component rat-
ings conditional on the latent classes (Figure 9).

U

S

A

V

D

O IZu Zi

Figure 9. Component ratings are assumed independent given latent classes.

Zu =Latent class variable to cluster the users, Zi =Latent class variable to cluster the items

O = Overall rating, S = rating on Story, A = rating on Acting, V = rating on Visuals,

D = rating on Direction, U = user variable and I = item variable.

Latent variables are shaded and observed variables are unshaded
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The E and the M steps for the case when all components are assumed independent are derived in a
similar manner.

E-step

P (Zu, Zi|XI ) =
P (Zu)P (Zi) P (I |Zi)P (U |Zu)

∏

j=1
5

P (Rj |Zu, Zi)
∑

Zu

∑

Zi
P (Zu)P (Zi)P (I |Zi)P (U |Zu)

∏

j=1
5 P (Rj |Zu, Zi)

(14)

M-step

P (Zu) =
1

L

∑

l

∑

Zi

P (Zu, Zi|X(l)) (15)

P (Zi) =
1

L

∑

l

∑

Zu

P (Zu, Zi|X(l)) (16)

P (U |Zu) =

∑

l:U(l)=U

∑

Zi
P (Zu, Zi|X(l))

∑

l

∑

Zi
P (Zu, Zi|Xl)

(17)

P (I |Zi) =

∑

l:I(l)=I

∑

Zu
P

(

Zu, Zi|X(l)

)

∑

l

∑

Zu
P

(

Zu, Zi|X(l)

) (18)

P (Rj |Zu, Zi) =

∑

l:Rj(l)=Rj
P

(

Zu, Zi|X(l)

)

∑

l
P

(

Zu, Zi|X(l)

) (19)

Note, that the key difference between Expressions 14 to 19 and the Expressions 8 to 13, is the absence
of any parent node in the conditioning part of the conditional probability of the component ratings. The
intuitions behind these equation is similar to those described for the previous set.

We also compare these approaches with the case where there is only one rating: the over all rating on
the movie. The E and the M steps when there is only one rating can be borrowed from [42].

E-step

P (Zu, Zi|U , I , O) =
P (Zu)P (Zi)P (I |Zi)P (U |Zu)P (O |Zu, Zi)

∑

Zu

∑

Zi
P (Zu) P (Zi)P (I |Zi) P (U |Zu)P (O |Zu, Zi)

(20)

M-step

P (Zu) =
1

L

∑

l

∑

Zi

P
(

Zu, Zi

∣

∣U(l), I(l), O(l)

)

(21)

P (Zi) =
1

L

∑

l

∑

Zu

P
(

Zu, Zi

∣

∣U(l), I(l), O(l)

)

(22)

P (U |Zu) =

∑

l:U(l)=U

∑

Zi
P

(

Zu, Zi

∣

∣U(l), I(l), O(l)

)

L×P (Zu)
(23)

P (I |Zi) =

∑

l:I(l)=I

∑

Zu
P

(

Zu, Zi

∣

∣U(l), I(l), O(l)

)

L×P (Zi)
(24)

P (O |Zu, Zi) =

∑

l:O(l)=O

∑

Zu
P

(

Zu, Zi

∣

∣U(l), I(l), O(l)

)

∑

l
P

(

Zu, Zi

∣

∣U(l), I(l), O(l)

) (25)

Smoothing of parameter estimates using BDe prior [27]

To guard against over fitting to the training data I have smoothed the parameter estimates in the M-step
using Dirichlet prior, which is a multivariate generalization of Beta distribution and conjugate prior for
multinomial distribution. A variable (θ1, � , θK) following Dirichlet distribution with hyper-parameters
(α1,� , αK) has the probability distribution

P (θ1,� , θK) ∼
∏

k

θk
αk−1
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The expected value of θk =
αk

∑

k=1
k=K αk

. If we update this prior using multinomial data with counts M1, � ,

MK, then we obtain the posterior with another Dirichlet distribution with hyper parameters (α1 + M1,� ,

αK + MK). Thus, the expected values of the components can be obtained by adding the counts to the
numerator and denominator of the original formula.

E(θk) =
Mk + αk

(
∑

k
Mk

)

+
(

∑

k
αk

) (26)

Therefore the α’s can be thought of as pseudocounts and the sum of α’s is a measure of the weight of the
prior.

BDe prior is a Dirichlet prior constructed so that the weigth of the prior would be same for each node
in the Bayesnet: irrespective of how many parents and thus conditional probability tables we have for each
of them. This is achieved by using a simple probability distribution over the entire set of variables: say
P ′(U , I , S, A, V , D, O, Zu, Zi). Then for a conditional probability parameter such as P (U |Zu) we can use
a Dirichlet distribution with hyper-parameters αu|zu

= m ×P ′(U , Zu). Where, m is the weight of the prior
we want to maintain at each node. If we add all values of αu|zu

we get m. Thus for each node the weight
of the prior is a constant. For this exercise I used a uniform discrete probability distribution P ′(U , I , S, A,

V , D, O, Zu, Zi). This leads to simple calculation of α’s for the Dirichlet priors of all conditional probabil-
ities. Smoothing using these Dirichlet priors involve treating these α’s as the pseudo-counts and adding
them to the numerator and denominators as described in Equation 26. m was set at 5 for all experiments.

A much more detailed discussion of smoothing using Dirichlet prior and BDe prior can be found in the
book Bayesian Network and Beyond by Koller and Friedman (Chapters 12 and 13) [27].

4.3 Making a prediction
The goal is to predict the rating our active user ua would give to an item he has not yet rated. Hence, our
partial observation consists of the user and the item, and we are trying to say something about the rating
that we might see.

After we have trained our model and estimated the parameters, we can write down the joint distribu-
tion over all the variables (observed and latent) in a factored form. Then we need to marginalize away
those variables that we are not interested in. In this work we have focused on our ability to predict the
overall rating. So, we need to marginalize all variables except U , I andO.

With dependency among the component ratings

P (U , I , O) =
∑

Zu

∑

Zi

∑

S

∑

A

∑

V

∑

D

P (Zu, Zi, U , I , S, A, V , D, O)

=
∑

Zu

∑

Zi

∑

S

∑

A

∑

V

∑

D

P (Zu)P (Zi) P (I |Zi)P (U |Zu) P (S |Zu, Zi, O)

P (A|Zu, Zi, O)P (V |Zu, Zi, O)P (D |Zu, Zi, O)P (O |Zu, Zi)

=
∑

Zu

∑

Zi

P (O |Zu, Zi) P (Zu) P (Zi)P (I |Zi) P (U |Zu)
∑

S

P (S |Zu, Zi, O)

∑

A

P (A|Zu, Zi, O)
∑

V

P (V |Zu, Zi, O)
∑

D

P (D |Zu, Zi, O)

=
∑

Zu

∑

Zi

P (O |Zu, Zi) P (Zu) P (Zi)P (I |Zi) P (U |Zu)

=
∑

Zu

P (Zu)
∑

Zi

P (O |Zu, Zi) P (Zi)P (I |Zi) P (U |Zu) (27)

The conditional probability terms for S, A, V and D could be marginalized and eliminated, since those
probabilities sum to 1. We can compute this final expression because we have estimated all the terms in
the right hand side of Expression (27) as our parameters.

Independent component ratings

P (U , I , O) =
∑

Zu

∑

Zi

∑

S

∑

A

∑

V

∑

D

P (Zu, Zi, U , I , S, A, V , D, O)

=
∑

Zu

∑

Zi

∑

S

∑

A

∑

V

∑

D

P (Zu)P (Zi) P (I |Zi)P (U |Zu) P (S |Zu, Zi)

P (A|Zu, Zi)P (V |Zu, Zi)P (D |Zu, Zi)P (O |Zu, Zi)
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=
∑

Zu

∑

Zi

P (O |Zu, Zi) P (Zu) P (Zi)P (I |Zi) P (U |Zu)
∑

S

P (S |Zu, Zi)

∑

A

P (A|Zu, Zi)
∑

V

P (V |Zu, Zi)
∑

D

P (D |Zu, Zi)

=
∑

Zu

∑

Zi

P (O |Zu, Zi) P (Zu) P (Zi)P (I |Zi) P (U |Zu)

=
∑

Zu

P (Zu)
∑

Zi

P (O |Zu, Zi) P (Zi)P (I |Zi) P (U |Zu) (28)

Note that this is identical to the expression we got in Equation (27), but, the parameters we obtain in this
model will be different, because of different conditional independency assumptions.

Using only overall rating

P (U , I , O) =
∑

Zu

∑

Zi

P (Zu, Zi, U , I , O)

=
∑

Zu

∑

Zi

P (O |Zu, Zi) P (Zu) P (Zi)P (I |Zi) P (U |Zu)

=
∑

Zu

P (Zu)
∑

Zi

P (O |Zu, Zi) P (Zi)P (I |Zi) P (U |Zu) (29)

Here, also the expression looks similar to the expression we obtained for the previous two cases, but, yet
again the parameters would be quite different in this case because we are using a different model with dif-
ferent conditional independence assumptions.

As U , I and O are all multinomial, P (U , I , O) can be thought of as a probability table with three
dimensions, or a probability cube. This can be quite large in a real life setting where we have a reasonably
large number of users and items. Consequently it may not fit in the virtual memory. However, note that
we can compute these expressions for one particular user (and even one particular item combination).
This allows us to generate ratings for users sequentially and reduces the memory requirements to a man-
ageable level.

If the value of the user variable is ua (active user) and the value of the item variable is i, then we are
interested in the conditional distribution of the overall rating given these values of the user and item.

P (O |ua, i) =
P (ua, i, O)

∑

O
P (ua, i, O)

(30)

As the variables in these models are multinomial , the most likely value of variable O is predicted as the
output. In their work Si and Jin use the expectation of O instead [42]. I believe the former is more theo-
retically sound, since, in general, average of values multinomial variables, such as weighted average of head
and tail events, do not lead to meaningful value. As we shall see in the next section the most likely rating
prediction is more accurate as well.

5 Results and discussion

5.1 Experiments with Random Training Sample
In this section we compare the effectiveness of the three models described above for the collaborative fil-
tering task. To do this we use a fraction of the user ratings to train our models (training set) and use the
remaining to test the performance (test set). A certain fraction of each users’ records were randomly
selected to include in the training data to make sure that there is some training data for each user in the
test set. For each user-item pairs in the test data we predict their overall rating (O) using each of the
above mentioned model. The algorithms were evaluated for their accuracy in predicting what rating the
user is going to give to an item and their ability to identify the highest rated items. These two evaluations
need not be correlated. Each of these might be appropriate depending on the application scenario [18].

In an application where the user is recommended the items along with the ratings they might assign to
the items it is important to be able to predict the numerical values of these ratings accurately. One
example of such application environment can be found in the movie recommender system of Netflix. The
rating prediction accuracy can be measured using Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the predictions.

However, in many other applications the user is only presented the top few items he is likely to rate
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highly. The numerical values of the items are not presented to the user. One example of such an applica-
tion environment can be found at Amazon.com. In such a scenario, if the recommender system can iden-
tify the top few items for the user with little noise then it can be considered to have fulfilled the require-
ment. It does not matter if all the predicted ratings are biased up or down by a rating point or two, as
long as the predicted ratings order the items in the same way as the user would, i.e., assign a relatively
higher rating for items that the user would rate A followed by lower ratings to items that the user would
rate B and so on. This correctness of such ordering of items for users can be evaluated using Precision-
Recall plots. To describe this briefly, lets assume for a moment that the user would be only interested in
the items rated A. If the top-N predicted items are considered, precision is the fraction of the N items
that the user would have given rating A and recall is the fraction of items that the user would have rated
A that are in the the top-N . As we increase N we would retrieve more and more A-rated items,
improving recall, but, at the same time we would also retrieve more and more items that are rated less
than A that will damage the precision score. A good recommender system should be able to retrieve as
much of the A-rated items while maintaining high precision. Hence, a plot of precision at 11 standard
recall levels (0%, 10%, 20%, � , 100%) is commonly used as a tool to compare the performance of different
algorithms [3].

5.1.1 Accuracy in rating prediction

The error of the prediction is computed by comparing it with the available rating in the test data. We
used mean absolute error to compute the error.

MAE =
1

Ltest

∑

l=1

Lt e s t

|ol − ol̂ |

where,
Ltest = the number of records in the test data
ol = the true rating information
ol̂ = the predicted rating information
These experiments were repeated using different amounts of training data. For each of these training

data sizes, training and testing exercise were repeated using thirty different random samples to estimate
the variability in the MAE metric. The average of the 30 MAE scores are described in Table 3 and Figure
10.

Col 0 Col 1 Col 2 Col 3 Col 4
Prediction method FMMO FMMO FMM5−indep FMM5−dep

Training fraction Expectation Mode Mode Mode
0.025 1.16 1.18 1.11 0.95
0.050 1.07 1.07 1.08 0.94
0.075 0.96 0.96 0.98 0.90
0.100 0.88 0.89 0.94 0.86
0.125 0.84 0.85 0.90 0.83
0.150 0.82 0.82 0.87 0.82
0.175 0.80 0.80 0.84 0.79
0.20 0.79 0.78 0.82 0.78
0.3 0.76 0.74 0.79 0.75
0.4 0.75 0.72 0.76 0.74
0.5 0.74 0.71 0.74 0.73
0.6 0.73 0.69 0.73 0.72
0.7 0.72 0.69 0.73 0.71
0.8 0.72 0.68 0.72 0.71
0.9 0.72 0.67 0.72 0.70

Table 3. Error comparison of different models

Table cells contain MAE on a 5 point wide scale

FMMO: Flexible Mixture Model using only overall rating

FMM5−indep: Flexible Mixture Model using all five ratings without dependency structure

FMM5−dep : Flexible Mixture Model using all five ratings with discovered Chow-Liu structure
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Figure 10. Plot of errors by amount of training data used, for different models.

For each model the overall error keeps decreasing as we use more and more training data to train the
model, which is expected. Comparing column 1 and 2 we find that mode of the distribution over the
rating variable turns out to be a better predictor of the unknown rating than the mean. As argued in Sec-
tion 4.3 this is also theoretically more appropriate for multinomial variables.

Comparing column 2 and 3, we see that naively extending existing Flexible Mixture Model for collabo-
rative filtering with component ratings without considering the existing correlation among the component
ratings do not lead to any improvement in the prediction of overall ratings. As we discussed in Section
4.1, components of the ratings are correlated and assuming independence among them given latent class
leads to over counting of evidence. For instance, if a user has given an Overall rating of 4 to a movie, then
we would expect him to give a high rating of 3 or 4 along the Acting component of the movie. Thus, in
this case observation of a rating of 4 on the acting component is not as informative as the independent
model would have us believe.

When we capture these strongest pairwise dependence among the rating components and the Overall
rating and explicitly model for it, the prediction accuracy improves (column 3 vs. column 4). The partic-
ular structure of the tree generated is also quite informative. It says that rating components are more cor-
related to the Overall rating than to any other rating component. This might be indicative of the strong
influence of the overall impression of a user about a movie on the perception of other aspects of the
movie.

However, the question we are the most interested in is “Can we make better prediction of the Overall
rating using more components of ratings?”. Comparing column 2 and 4, we see that we can make
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improved predictions when we are using very small amount of training data for the users. This is an
important scenario in any real world collaborative filtering system. We often have a lot of new users in
the system who have rated only a few items. All the existing collaborative filtering systems perform badly
for these new users. However, as we can see from column 4, for these set of users using a richer set of rat-
ings can help. But, when we have enough training data, using only the overall rating leads to more accu-
rate prediction of Overall rating. This suggests that when we have a users’ Overall rating over a large
number of items adding component ratings does not lead to any further improvement in our ability to pre-
dict the overall rating the user might place on a new item.

To verify that the difference in the average MAE that we see in Table 3 are significant and not a result
of random occurrences, I performed a pairwise t − test using MAE obtained at the 30 different train/test
splits. The comparisons of different pairs of models are shown in Table 4. As we can see the differences
discussed are indeed significant. The only exception is the performance of two prediction methods when
we use only overall rating to generate predictions using small amount of training data. In this particular
setting the difference is small and often not significant. But, when we use more and more training data
the difference between these two prediction methods become more apparent.

training fraction FMM5−dep vs FMMO FMM5−dep vs FMM5−indep FMMO

Mode Mode Mode vs Expectation
avg. diff. in error (p-value) avg. diff. in error(p-value) avg. diff. in error(p-value)

0.025 − 0.229 ( < 10−10)∗∗∗ − 0.158( < 10−10)∗∗∗ 0.026(7.06× 10−5)∗∗∗

0.050 − 0.138( < 10−10)∗∗∗ − 0.141(8.35× 10−10)∗∗∗ 0.004 (0.54)

0.075 − 0.067( < 10−10)∗∗∗ − 0.087(1.81× 10−10)∗∗∗ 0.007(0.09)+

0.100 − 0.028 (0.004)∗∗ − 0.080(2.92× 10−10)∗∗∗ 0.011(0.002)∗∗

0.125 − 0.024(10−4)∗∗∗ − 0.076( < 10−10)∗∗∗ 0.007(6.78× 10−5)∗∗∗

0.150 − 0.004 (0.489) − 0.052(7.2× 10−9)∗∗∗ 0.002 (0.44)

0.175 − 0.006 (0.199) − 0.052(6.42× 10−10)∗∗∗ − 0.007(0.013)

0.2 0.004(0.209) − 0.042 (7.59× 10−8)∗∗∗ − 0.011(1.415× 10−6)∗∗∗

0.3 0.010 (1.04× 10−5)∗∗∗ − 0.039 (2.83× 10−6)∗∗∗ − 0.020( < 10−10)∗∗∗

0.4 0.020 (1.04× 10−5)∗∗∗ − 0.017 (0.0039)∗∗ − 0.026( < 10−10)∗∗∗

0.5 0.020 (1.78× 10−8)∗∗∗ − 0.014 (0.0068)∗∗ − 0.030( < 10−10)∗∗∗

0.6 0.028 ( < 10−10)∗∗∗ − 0.01(0.012)∗ − 0.035( < 10−10)∗∗∗

0.7 0.027 ( < 10−10)∗∗∗ − 0.018 (4.95× 10−5)∗∗∗ − 0.037( < 10−10)∗∗∗

0.8 0.036 ( < 10−10)∗∗∗ − 0.0014(0.73) − 0.040( < 10−10)∗∗∗

0.9 0.029 (1.32× 10−9)∗∗∗ − 0.0166(0.0018)∗∗∗ − 0.041( < 10−10)∗∗∗

Table 4. Pairwise t− test between different models.

H0: error by first method= error by second method

avg. diff. in error is the average of (error by first method− error by second method), hence,

a negative value means the first method does better and a positive value means the opposite
+� p < 0.1, ∗� p < 0.05, ∗∗� p < 0.01, ∗∗∗� p < 0.001

5.1.2 Accuracy in retrieving top items

Three methods were trained as described in the previous section at the settings described therein. Then
the expected ratings for each movie in the test set was computed. This creates an ordering over the test
item set for each user. A recommender system would recommend items from this list in the decreasing
order of expected rating. Our goal is to find out how the precision of the recommendation is affected as
we include more and more items from this list in pursuit of retrieving all the relevant items. In this set of
experiments we treat movies with rating A in the test set to be relevant. The precision vs. recall curve is
given in the Figure 11 and Figure 12. A separate experiment that treats movies with rating B or higher
in the test set to be relevant returns similar results albeit with higher precision values due to the presence
of more relevant items.
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Figure 11. Precision-Recall curve for Three methods
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Figure 12. Precision-Recall curve for Three methods

As we can see when the training fraction is low the difference between the the three algorithms is the
most pronounced. The algorithm with discovered structure gives the highest precision at each recall level
followed by the method using only the Overall component. The algorithm with independence assumption
among the component ratings returns lowest precision. However, as we use more and more training data
the difference between these algorithms diminishes. The interesting point to note here is that although
when using only overall as we use more and more training data we get a lower Mean Absolute Error than
using all components, it does not perform better in selecting top-N items. As pointed out in [18] these
metrics measure two different aspects of the performance of the algorithms and are often not correlated.
One must use the appropriate evaluation metric to measure the suitability of an algorithm for the task at
hand.
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5.2 Experiments with time ordered data

In the previous section I used randomly selected subset of ratings for training and the remaining for
testing. But, we don’t get such data in real life. We get then in time order and our only option is to use
the past ratings to predict future ratings. To complicate the matters, raters might be less consistent in
their ratings when they start rating than they are after a while of rating movies. So, using past ratings to
predict future ratings may be harder than using random sample of ratings to predict remaining ratings.

To simulate such a scenario, after sorting the ratings by time stamp, I trained the algorithms using
first 10%, 20% ... of the data and tested them using the remaining ratings. Upon comparing results with
training data randomly selected with the results with training data selected by time order we see that the
random selection leads to lower MAE—as hypothesized.
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Figure 13. MAE comparison using randomly selected training data, vs., using training data as they are received.

The earlier behavior of the model with dependent structure is still present, i.e., for small amount of
training data using all five components leads to lower Mean Absolute Error (MAE). But, the results are
not consistent. When doing random train-test split, I am repeating the exercise 30 times and plotting the
averages, so, the plots are more smooth (monotonic).
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Figure 14. MAE when training data is selected in time order

Overall: is the method using only Overall rating

Five: is the method using all five rating components
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Using same number of training ratings for each user

In the above example each user contributes different number of points to the training set. So, it is hard
answer the question: until how many training points is there a benefit from using five components and
after what point it is good to use only Overall?

To find that out I used only the first 20 ratings for each user. There were 22920 records, 2331 movies
and 1145 users. I repeated the training and testing exercise by using 1, 2, ..., 18 ratings from each user for
training.

We observe that it’s easier to predict using random sampled training data.
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Figure 15. MAE comparison using randomly selected training data, vs., using training data as they are received.

Using only first 20 ratings for each user

Comparing the MAE plots of predicting using only overall rating and using Five components, we see
that using five components has an advantage when we have less training data: both with randomly sam-
pled training data and with training data used in time order. We can also say as long as we have up to
five training rating per user, using five components seems to have an advantage. But, when we have more
than 5 training points using only Overall seems to have an advantage.
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Figure 16. Comparison of using only Overall vs. Five components: with random training data and with training data

selected in time order.
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One of the concerns with the observations in the previous section where we used random training
sample was that results obtained might not be meaningful because in real life training data is collected in
time order. Such data might have different characteristic. For example, people are usually inconsistent in
their ratings in the early stages of their “rating career”, but, after rating for some time they become more
consistent in their rating.

In this set of experiments, we use past training data to predict future ratings and found that our ear-
lier observation is still valid. Using five components seem to have an advantage when when there is little
training data available and using only overall component seems to have an advantage when there is
enough training data.

If the hypothesis that people are inconsistent when they begin to rate was true, then we should expect
using such data for training to lead to lower accuracy than using random ratings for training. We observe
this in our experiments. This suggests that such might be true about raters’ behaviour.

5.3 Exploring learning effect with time order data

Learning theory says that as people repeat certain job they become proficient at it and after an initial
period there is no noticeable improvement. Ritter and Schooler have shown that people take less and less
time as they repeat a task [37]. They have shown that the time follows a power law while it gets smaller
and smaller. The objective in our this set of experiments is can we say something similar in our movie
rating scenario where people become consistent as they rate.

Experiments

In this case it is harder than measuring time to perform a task. We can’t measure people’s consistency in
rating—unless we do some controlled experiment. So, the prospect of giving a functional form to
increasing consistency seems grim. Therefore, I have tried to measure the effect of people getting consis-
tent indirectly.

To see the effect of dropping raters’ first few ratings, when people are likely to be inconsistent, I con-
structed a data set consisting of first 20 ratings of each user (In a later repetition I have used first 40 rat-
ings of all users with 40 or more ratings.) Then I dropped first one rating, first two ratings ... up to first
ten ratings, trained on 5 of the remaining ratings and then tested on the remaining ratings. While
selecting 5 training ratings, I have selected them in time order and at random in two separate experi-
ments. The plots of MAE are given in Figure 17 and Figure 18. The Blue line is the MAE using Five rat-
ings components and the Purple line is the MAE using only Overall rating.

Figure 17. Using data in time order
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Figure 18. Using data in random order. MAEs are averaged over 30 runs.

There seems to be a slight downward trend in these curves, more clear with random training data than
with time ordered training data, indicating that errors go down as we throw away initial ratings. But, it
is hard to see the number of ratings after which error stabilizes.

Experiments dropping even more ratings

Results of another set of experiments using first 40 ratings of each user, skipping first one, first two, ... up
to first twenty ratings, training on 10 and testing on remaining is shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20.

Figure 19. Using data in time order

Figure 20. Using data in random order. MAEs are averaged over 30 runs.

It is hard to see a number of ratings up to which we can skip before training to make the error stabi-
lize. Also, the power law in decreasing time to perform a task that Ritter and Schooler have found is
missing in these set of results.
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6 Halo in multi-criteria movie rating

6.1 Halo Effect

The phenomenon of observing a higher than expected correlation between ratings collected from human
subjects is known as the Halo effect. It was first identified by Wells as a constant error in rating where
raters rate subjects for the general merits at the time of rating them for their individual qualities [44].
Wells has indicated that this constant error is probably not a serious concern and it is difficult to see how
it could have been avoided (p21). After about a hundred years of research we still do not have an agreed
upon way to prevent, measure or correct halo effect. And there is disagreement in the research community
whether halo is a completely harmful phenomenon ([8], [14]).

Thorndike was the first to term this error as Halo error[43]. The paper makes many interesting corre-
lation observations. Correlation between rating of general ability and technical ability of aviation officers
was found to be 0.67 where as author states that the true correlation could not be more than 0.25 after
attenuation correction. Students’ ratings of the voice of their teachers was found to be correlated at 0.50
with the teachers’ interest in community service and at 0.67 with the intelligence. Thorndike asserts that
since, these correlations are much higher than the correlation that can be expected between true scores,
this is something added by the raters. Although, this universal observation of very high correlation makes
a case for something systematic affecting the correlation between the rating components, the manner in
which the problem is highlighted indicates a problem that will resurface again and again: we collect rat-
ings—in most of the cases—when the true scores are impossible to collect, e.g., leadership quality of an
officer, lucidity of a teacher’s discourse, direction quality of a movie. Therefore, how do we compare the
observed rating correlations with a true score correlation and possibly measure the halo effect? Thorndike
himself lamented that although this halo effect seems large, we lack an objective criteria by which to
determine its exact size.

6.1.1 Sources of Halo

Since, halo is the higher than expected correlation between two rating variables it can be due to two rea-
sons. One reason lies with the raters’ behavior, who due to their cognitive distortion add to the correla-
tion of the rating attributes. This is known as illusory halo. Cooper (1981) has outlined five related fac-
tors that might lead to this behavior[8]:

1. Rater’s lack of familiarity with the target might prompt him to rely on his global impression and
give component ratings based on how he thinks the categories co-vary,

2. Rater might assume that the rating components co-vary with his global impression or with salient
components,

3. Components might not be well defined, which would lead the raters to group together somewhat
related evidences to generate ratings,

4. Rater might be unwilling to put in enough effort to distinguish between the components or be sen-
sitive to the fact that he might be committing Halo error,

5. If there is a time gap between the observation and rating collection, then the rater might forget the
details and add his bias about how rating components co-vary [40].

The second reason could be in the design of the rating components. They may be truly correlated—even
before the rater added their error. This is known as the true halo. Traditionally (Thorndike 1920, Wells
1907) when one refers to the halo error, it is understood that they are referring to the illusory halo. But,
it is important to be aware of the difference between the two since, often they co-occur (with true halo
possibly affecting the illusory halo[26]) and the metrices that claim to measure the halo are unable to dis-
tinguish between the two and measure a combined effect.
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Yet another perspective on Halo is provided by [32]. They have found from several laboratory experi-
ments that the Halo effect is not a property of the rater or ratee, but, a property of the unique rating sit-
uation. If this is true, then an appropriate method of measuring halo should measure the halo on for each
rating instead of measuring Halo present in a set of ratings.

6.1.2 Measuring Halo

The main methods discussed in literature to detect and/or measure halo are:

1. Noticing the difference between observed correlation and estimated true correlation. This method
was used by Thorndike. Although, this is probably the most direct way to access the halo effect,
the problem with this method is that true correlations are often not available.

Note 1. Even when it is possible to compute the correlations from the true scores, the random
measurement error attenuates the computed correlation to a value lower than the true correlation.
This would inflate the perceived Halo. Hence, we must make correction for this attenuation [13].

2. Computing standard deviation across the rating components. The lower the standard deviation,
the higher the halo effect. This method does not work very well when the rating components have
naturally different mean, in which case it will show a inter-component standard deviation even
when the components are perfectly correlated ([24], [12]).

3. Identifying inter-component factor structure. If there is one dominant factor then it suggests that
the ratings are generated from this one factor and the rater does not distinguish between various
rating components. This suggests presence of halo [9].

4. Carrying out a rater × ratee × category anova. If there is a rater × ratee effect then halo is said to
be present [30].

Method 1, 2 and 3 has been discussed without a clearly laid out criteria for detecting the halo effect.
None of the above methods distinguish illusory halo from true halo. There has been limited attempt at
examining the true halo and illusory halo by using certain manipulated rating components for which true
halo can be computed [8].

6.1.3 Reducing Halo at rating time

It has been observed that increasing the rater-target familiarity reduces the effect of the halo because it
gives the rater a larger sample of target attribute or behavior to base the component ratings on and not
fallback on his general impression ([28], [17], [29]).

Sometimes halo effect is observed because of the raters making judgment based on factors that are not
relevant to the components they are rating. It has been found that by explicitly asking the raters to rate
key irrelevant factors, i.e., the factors that might influence the component ratings but should not, such
effect can be reduced [38].

Shewder and D’Andrade has shown that halo is consistently higher when ratings are collected for older
observations[41]. Borgatta et al. has shown that the rating collected during the observation of target is
consistently less haloed than the ratings collected after observations [11]. Therefore, another strategy to
reduce halo in rating could be to collect the ratings at the time of observation or as soon as possible after
the observation.

Training the rater through lectures and discussion groups to reduce halo in their ratings have given
mixed results. The only method that has given any consistent gain is the use of workshops to sensitize the
raters to the halo error they might commit by giving them feedback on their ratings ([16], [6], [22]).

6.1.4 Correcting Halo after collecting the ratings

It has been found that average over the component ratings obtained from multiple raters has lower halo
than the individual rater’s ratings [23]. However, this solution is not always feasible due to lack of ade-
quate raters [8]. Moreover, this might lead to more accurate ratings, but, averaging does not help when
we are interested in correcting halo occurring for a rater-target pair (e.g. for the purpose of collaborative
filtering).
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Another method to remove excessive correlation among the components due to the presence of a domi-
nant component is by statistically removing the effect of the component, usually a global rating compo-
nent [21]. Holzbach observes that it is almost impossible to collect ratings that are free from Halo. How-
ever, if we can collect the rating on a global impression component then we might be able to remove the
effect of this global component from other components. In a study containing ratings along six job related
behaviors and a global rating, he found that if we remove the effect of the global component from the six
behavior ratings we can reduce the inter behavior component correlation. To remove the effect of the
global component he regresses the six behavior ratings against global component and computes the corre-
lation among the residuals. This is equivalent to computing the partial correlation between the behavior
components while holding the global component constant. The component residuals remaining after the
regression were less correlated than the components themselves. This by itself may not be a significant
result, because, controlling for any variable that is not perfectly uncorrelated with the component ratings
would reduce the component correlations when the correlations are all positive: as was the case in
Holzbach’s work. What is interesting is that this correction leads to a more understandable factor struc-
ture among the components instead of a general component dominated one. Holzbach also reanalyzed
three of the previously published studies using his proposed statistical correction method and found that
he was able to reduce the effect of the halo. Landy et al., used Holzbach’s method to remove halo from a
rating set of 15 job related behavior and a global rating component and found that median of inter-com-
ponent correlation reduced from 0.36 to 0.07. Also, the factor analysis results of the ratings changed from
a general factor dominated three factor structure to a more interpretable six factor structure[15]. Before
Holzbach, Myers had taken a similar approach to reduce halo where he used job levels as control variable
to reduce correlation among job dimensions [33].

6.2 Halo in movie rating data

6.2.1 Correlation structure

Looking at the correlation matrix we find that the components are highly correlated.

s a v d o

s 1.00 0.79 0.82 0.74 0.87

a 0.79 1.00 0.81 0.73 0.83

v 0.82 0.81 1.00 0.79 0.88

d 0.74 0.73 0.79 1.00 0.80

o 0.87 0.83 0.88 0.80 1.00

Table 5. Correlation among components of rating—suggesting the presence of a Halo effect

This indicates that there probably is a halo effect in the collected ratings. However, following a proce-
dure like Holzbach’s where we statistically remove the effect of the Overall component by taking partial
correlation we find that the effect of halo is much less.

rRiRj.O S A V D

S 1.00 0.25 0.26 0.15

A 0.25 1.00 0.32 0.22

V 0.26 0.32 1.00 0.33

D 0.15 0.22 0.33 1.00

Table 6. Partial correlation given Overall. Ri, Rj ∈{S, A, V , D}

The average inter-component correlation among variables S, A, V , D has reduced from 0.78 to 0.26. As
all correlations are positive we should expect some reduction in correlation when computing partial corre-
lations. However, the average partial correlation among the variables is the least when we control for the
variable O among the possible five variables. The average partial correlations when we controlled for
S,A,V,D were 0.47, 0.53, 0.35 and 0.60 respectively. These results confirms, using a much larger dataset,
Holzbach’s findings that controlling for Overall rating reduces the Halo. It also shows that this reduction
is consistently more than the reductions obtained by controlling for variables other than Overall rating.
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There are factors other than the Overall impression that might be responsible for dependency among
ratings. For instance, perhaps some pairs of components are harder to distinguish between, because of
ambiguity in those component definitions. That would lead to correlation among that pair of components
(3rd point in Cooper’s list and to some extent 4th point too). From the partial correlation matrix it seems
that there is some ambiguity between Visuals and Direction quality (0.33 partial correlation), Story and
Direction (0.32 partial correlation). Or may be there is some true correlation among these pairs. Cooper’s
point 1, 2, and 5 supports a “general impression leading to higher correlation between all pairs” theory
and his 3rd and 4th reason makes it possible to have higher inter-component correlation between specific
pairs of components.

6.2.2 PCA

Another method to detect Halo is to carry out a Principal Component Analysis of the correlation matrix
and look for the presence of a dominant component. If we take a linear combination of the five variables
using weights given by eigen vectors of the correlation matrix or covariance matrix to create new vari-
ables, then the five new variables will have zero correlation between themselves and will have variance
equal to the corresponding eigen values. Another important property is that if we order the new variables
in the decreasing order of their eigen values, then the first new variable will have the highest possible vari-
ance among all variables that one may construct by linear combination of the original variables. The
second new variables will have the highest variance among all possible variables that we may construct by
linearly combining the original variables while keeping it uncorrelated to the first constructed variable.
And similarly for the remaining new variables. These variances are same as the eigen values and the sum
of these variances is exactly equal to the sum of the variances of the original variables. So, we can find out
how much of the entire variance is explained by these newly constructed variance [31].

The eigenvalues of the correlation matrix (Table 5) are:

Factor One Two Three Four Five
Eigen values 4.22 0.28 0.22 0.16 0.11

% variance explained 84.5 5.7 4.4 3.2 2.2

Table 7. Eigen values of the correlation matrix

This suggests that if we construct uncorrelated variables by linear combination of these five variables
so that they have maximum variance then we can find one variable that will have 84.5% of the total vari-
ance. A second variable can be constructed by linear combination of the five original variables that has
5.7% of the total variance, while being under the constraint that this second variable has zero correlation
with the first. Similarly the remaining variables can be constructed. In other words, if we perform a rigid
rotation of the axes—they stay perpendicular to each other—of the five dimensional rating space, 84.5%
of the variance would lie along one of the new axis, 5.7% of the variance along another and so on [31].
The dominant presence of one component that explains a large amount of variance indicates the presence
of a Halo effect among the rating components[21].

However, after partialing out the Overall component, i.e., using the Table 6 we find that the largest
component becomes much less dominant—suggesting a reduction in halo.

Factor One Two Three Four
Eigen values 1.77 0.86 0.73 0.63

% variance explained 44.3 21.6 18.3 15.8

Table 8. Eigen values of the partial correlation matrix

6.2.3 Factors

Yet another way of detecting the presence of a Halo effect to look for the presence of a factor structure
that is dominated by one factor [21]. In factor analysis we try to express each observed rating component
as a linear combination of some hidden variables and an error term unique to the component. In this
analysis several rotations of the factor loading matrices were tried. Quartimax rotation, which tries to
reduce the number of factors for each variable, gives the following structure.
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Factor 1 Factor 2 Uniquenesses
S 0.91 0.23 0.11
A 0.87 − 0.02 0.21
V 0.93 − 0.08 0.10
D 0.84 − 0.12 0.25
O 0.95 0.03 0.07

Table 9. Factor loadings after quartimax rotation

This is dominated by one factor, which points to the presence of a halo. It is interesting to note that
most of the variation in the Overall component can be explained by these underlying factors (low unique-
ness), but, not as much of the variation in other component variables can be explained by these under-
lying factor. This suggests that these underlying factors are the closest to the Overall rating2.

6.2.4 Effect of experience in rating

Studies have shown that training the raters to sensitize them to the halo error can reduce the halo error
in their ratings[45]. But, it is not clear whether more experience in rating leads to a lower Halo error. To
examine this the halo effect in the ratings of people who have rated different amount of movies were mea-
sured using the proportion of variance explained by principal components and by the average inter-compo-
nent correlation.

Users with fraction of variance
#of ratings # of records explained by components avg. corr

6 5
> 5& 6 10
> 10& 6 20
> 20& 6 40

> 40

346973
37473
27378
18519
25493

0.877 0.042 0.035 0.026 0.02
0.862 0.048 0.039 0.029 0.021
0.848 0.053 0.042 0.033 0.024
0.837 0.057 0.045 0.036 0.026
0.855 0.050 0.041 0.031 0.022

0.84
0.82
0.80
0.79
0.82

Table 10. Fraction of variance explained by the principal components and average correlation among the compo-

nents.

The variance explained by the principal components and the average correlation among components
for different groups of users are not very different. Therefore, it does not seem like users with more experi-
ence make less halo error. One possible explanation could be that traditionally when people rate a lot of
subjects they learn more about rating by receiving some kind of feedback. But, in movie rating it is hard
to see how the rating behavior would change since the raters don’t get any feedback . Cooper has indicated
that among rater training programs that consists of lectures, group discussion and workshops, only work-
shops have produced any consistent reduction in halo. He has indicated that the reason might be that the
workshops monitor raters and give them corrective feedback when they commit error [8].

6.3 Parallels

It is interesting to compare the approach taken in the psychometric literature ([21], [15] and [33]) with the
Chow-Liu tree dependency structure discovered among the movie rating components.

O

A V DS

Figure 21. Discovered Chow-Liu tree structure in the component ratings

2. The limitation of existing Chi-square test prevents us from using more than two hidden variables to in our Factor
analysis of five variables [31]
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In the psychometric literature statistical correction of inter-component correlation has been carried out
by computing partial correlation among components while controlling for a global rating variable such as
Overall rating. The effect is a reduced correlations among the components.

The dependency structure given in Figure 21 says that if we condition on the Overall rating (O), then
the components should be independent of each other. Strictly speaking, this assertion of the Chow-Liu
tree is correct only if the assumption that the dependency among the rating components can be described
by a tree structure holds. It may not be true in real life. However, a weaker assertion that states that
among all possible variables that we might have conditioned on, conditioning on O leads to least residual
dependency among the remaining components (as measured by Mutual Information) is still true. It was
found that the discovered structure persists over different random subsets of the data, suggesting that the
structure discovered is robust.

This result empirically validates the assertion made by [33], [21] and [15]. It is interesting to note that
the Chow-Liu tree structure discovery method, which is agnostic to the meaning of the rating compo-
nents, arrives at a conclusion based on the empirical distribution of the data that agrees with the what
researchers in psychometric literature arrived at based on the general impression theory of Halo. I believe
this adds to the validity of both the approaches.

7 Conclusion

In this work I have attempted to answer the following research question.

Can we improve the performance of the collaborative filtering recommender systems by
using multiple component ratings?

This work starts by making the observation that the component ratings are correlated. Therefore, a
structure discovery exercise was carried out to find the tree structure that captures the most of the pair-
wise dependencies among the components of the ratings. The discovered tree structure is interesting in
itself. It says that the component ratings provided by the users are most correlated to the Overall ratings
than other component ratings. This suggests the possible relation between the Overall impression of the
user about the item and the ratings given to the components. A survey of Halo effect often mentioned in
psychometric literature is done and parallel between this finding and theories in psychometric literature is
drawn.

A mixture model based collaborative filtering algorithm incorporating the discovered dependency
structure is presented. This new algorithm is compared with the existing algorithm that uses only one
component rating and it was found that we can improve the prediction when there is very little training
data available—a common problem faced by the real world collaborative filtering based recommender
system. However, as we use more and more ratings from the users for training we found that there is no
benefit of using additional components of ratings. In fact, when our objective is to predict the ratings
that a user might give to an unseen item, using only the Overall rating leads to a higher accuracy. But,
when our objective is to retrieve the highest rated items for an user, using multiple components with the
discovered dependency structure among the component ratings leads to higher precision.

In a future work, a class specific structure discovery might be carried out to better capture the depen-
dency among the components. A formal analysis of usefulness of components of rating in predicting rat-
ings on unknown (user, item) pair would certainly be interesting. Also, the proposed multi component
model can be used to predict values of the missing component ratings. This would certainly be useful as
in the current dataset approximately one third of the records had one or more of the component ratings
missing. For the experiments in this work they were discarded.
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